Participating Design & Building Professionals

**Portland Metropolitan Area**

- Joseph Allen   The Whiting-Turner Contracting Co.
- Stephanie Bablin  SERA Architects
- Cathy Bowman  Mackenzie
- Jeremy Bowman   Plan B Consulting
- Emily Buckberg  IBI Group
- Andrew Burgess  Interior Architects
- Tom Byrne   Scott | Edwards Architecture
- Han-Mei Chiang  Hoffman Construction
- Colin Christensen  Woolfer Bolch Architecture
- Nathan Corser  Burns & McDonnell
- Nic Cota  SERA Architects
- Andrea de la Vega  LRS Architects
- Brian Duellgen   Luma Lighting Design
- Sara Duffy   Scott | Edwards Architecture
- Eugenia Fama-Higgins  VALAR Consulting Engineering
- Norm Fans   Opus Architecture
- Eric Gewirtz  City of Portland
- Tim Gordon  Ankrum Moisan Architects
- Kate Green  BRIC Architecture, Inc.
- Will Grimm  Mackenzie
- Ed Herrera  Design Professional
- Alison Hoagland   Interior Architects
- Kate Jensen  Waterleaf Architecture
- Rhonda Jensen  Emerick Architects
- Karen Lange  Access Architecture
- Sarah Lavoie  Soderstrom Architects
- Rosanne Lynch  Opus Architecture
- Emily Matis  Prato
- Tina Meier   Sarah Nolan
- Connie Migliozzo  Sarah Nolan Design
- Obed Eriza   Scott | Edwards Architecture
- Sarah Nolan  Gensler
- Tristan Gouveau  Scott | Edwards Architecture
- Victoria Tranca  Access Architecture
- Delaney Hetrick  Informal/Function
- Shannmirth Mageshwar  Scott | Edwards Architecture
- Alec Mingle  MVVA Architects
- Johann Wilson  DLR Group
- Erika Shaylitsa   Holst Architecture
- Johanna Wilson  Hennebery Eddy Architects
- Alyssa White  Nick Thomas Studio
- Nick Thomas  ZGF Architects
- Peter van der Meulen  Interface Engineering
- Kim Wall  SERA Architects
- Yi Wang   Mahlum Architects
- Andrew Weller-Gordon  Yosi Grube Hall Architecture
- Alyssa White   Opus Architecture
- Adam Wilson  Woother Bolch Architecture
- Miles Woolfer   City of Beaverton

**Central Oregon**

- Lee Georgeon   BLRB Architects
- Nicholas Radon  BLRB Architects
- Victoria Tranca  BLRB Architects

**Eastern Oregon**

- Cassie Hibbert  Wenaha Group

**Eugene**

- Britni Jessup  Rowell Brokaw Architects
- Serena Lim  Rowell Brokaw Architects

**Salem**

- Marlene Gillis  Soderstrom Architects
- Marina Statsenko  Lenity Architecture
- Brent Stuntzner  Percipient Architecture, LLC

**Southern Oregon**

- Dave Stevens  ORW Architecture

**Architecture Students**

- Nyaz Addison  Portland State University
- Alexandra Clark  University of Oregon
- Obed Eriza  Portland State University
- Tristan Gouveau  University of Oregon - Portland
- Delaney Hetrick  University of Oregon
- Shannmirth Mageshwar  University of Oregon
- Alec Mingle  University of Oregon - Portland
- Erika Shaylitsa  Portland State University
- Johann Wilson  University of Oregon - Portland

Learn more about Architects in Schools
www.af-oregon.org/architects-in-schools